Abstract: The Purpose Of This Research Is To Know The Implementation Of The Cancellation Of Land Ownership Certificate In The Scope Of Land Office Of Makassar City, And To Know And Explain The Legal Status Of Property Rights On Land Whose Certificate Is Canceled By The Land Agency Of Makassar City. His Type Of Research Is Sociological Or Empirical Juridical, Data Obtained By The Author Of The Study Documents And Interviews With Interested Parties In This Case The Regional Office Of Land Agency, Administrative Court Of Makassar City And Then Conducted A Qualitative Descriptive Analysis. The Result Of The Research Indicates That The Decision Of Cancellation Of Land Ownership Certificate Becomes The Authority Of The Land Board Either Based On Procedure Cache Or By Court Decision Which Has Permanent Legal Force. The Legal Status Of The Land With Which The Certificate Is Canceled Due To The Procedural Procedure And Based On The Decision Of The Court That Has Had Permanent Legal Power Over Its Ownership Rights Does Not Necessarily Be Abolished By The Issuance Of The Decision On The Cancellation Of The Land Title Certificate Due To A Defect In The Procedure. The Author Suggests The Need For Clear Technical Guidance On The Process Of Cancellation Of Certificate Of Ownership Of Land That Is Supporting In The Regulation Of The Minister Of Agrarian Affairs.
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I. Introduction

The Land Is A Gift Of God Almighty Who Has An Important Function To Realize A Just And Prosperous Society. Seeing That Urgenitas It Is Proper That It Needs To Be Incorporated Into The Constitution Of A State Based On The Lordship Of The Supreme As Indonesia As Stipulated In The Law Of The Unitary State Of The Republic Of Indonesia Year 1945 As The Basis Of The State. In The 1945 Constitution In Article 33 Paragraph (3) Regulated On The Use Of Land Which States That "The Earth, Water, Space And Natural Resources Contained Therein Are Controlled By The State And Used For The Greatest Prosperity Of The People". Where It Is The Ideals Of The State And With The Existence Of These Basic Provisions Can Be A Reference In The Regulation Of The Utilization Of Earth Function, Water, And Space And Natural Wealth.

To Achieve The Ideals Of The Aforementioned State, The Agrarian Field Needs A Plan For The Allocation, Use And Supply Of Earth, Water And Space For Various Purposes Of Life Of The People And The State. A National Plan Covering All Parts Of Indonesia, Which Is Then Detailed Into Regional Plans From Each Region. With The Existence Of The Planning Then The Use Of Land Can Be Done In A Guided And Orderly So As To Underestimate The Benefits As Much As Possible For The State And The People.

In Order To Ensure Legal Certainty Of Land Rights And Certainty, The Uupa Has Outlined The Necessity To Carry Out Land Registration Throughout Indonesia, As Mandated By Article 19 Of The Bal. The Provisions In Article 19 Paragraph (1) Of The Bal Are Provisions Aimed At The Government To Carry Out Land Registration Throughout Indonesia, Which Is Also A Legal Basis For The Implementation Of Land Registration In Order To Obtain A Valid Land Title As A Powerful Evidentiary Instrument. As Defined In Article 23 Paragraph (1) Of The Loga, The Property Rights As Well As Any Transition And Abolition Of Other Rights Must Be Registered In Accordance With The Provisions Referred To In Article 19 And Article 32 Paragraph (1) Of The Loga, On "Hak Guna The Undertaking, Including The Terms Of Its Grant, That Each Transition And The Abolition Of That Right Shall Be Registered In Accordance With The Provisions Referred To In The Forgoing Article.


The Purpose Of Land Registration Under Government Regulation No. 24/1997 In Article 3 Is To Provide Legal Certainty And Protection To Rights Holders Of A Plot Of Land, Apartment Units And Other
Registered Rights So As To Easily Prove Themselves As The Right Holder And To Provide Information To Interested Parties Including The Government In Order To Easily Obtain The Necessary Data In Establishing Legal Acts Concerning The Listed Land And Apartment Units. The Explanation Of The Purpose Of Land Registration As Stated In Letter A Is The Main Purpose Of Land Registration As Mandated By Article 19 Of The Basic Agrarian Law.

Besides, With The Implementation Of Land Registration Also Referred To The Creation Of An Information Center On The Plots Of Land So That The Interested Parties Referred To The Government Can Easily Obtain The Necessary Data In Conducting Legal Acts Concerning The Land Plots And Apartment Units That Have Been Listed. The Implementation Of Good Land Registration Is The Basis And The Realization Of The Orderly Administration In The Field Of Land.

So It Is Clear That This Government Regulation Number 24 Of 1997 Has Enriched The Provisions Of Article 19 Of The Basic Law Of Agrarian Namely:

1. Whereas With The Issuance Of Certificate Of Land Rights, The Owners Are Bound By Legal Certainty And Legal Protection.
2. In This Age Of Information The Land Office As The Frontline Office Must Be Well Maintained Any Information Necessary For A Plot Of Land, Both For The Government Itself So As To Plan The Development Of The Country As Well As For The Community Itself, The Information Is Important To Be Able To Decide What Is Needed Where The Land Is Involved, Ie Physical And Juridical Data Intended For Apartment Units. The Information Is Open To The Public, Meaning That It Can Be Given What Information Is Needed On An Existing Piece Of Land.


For The Right Holder, The Land Title Certificate Serves As A Powerful And Easy Evidence To Prove That The Land Belongs To Him, So He Freely Removes His Rights And Assigns The Burden Of The Rights Or Benefits Of The Third Party Who Uses Them. Similarly For Third Parties Or Who Will Be Interested In The Land Concerned Will Be Easier To Obtain Reliable Information.

However, In Reality Today To Obtain A Land Title Certificate Is Still A Fairly Complicated Issue. This Is Due To The Complicated Administrative System And Management That Takes A Long Time And The Cost Is High Enough To Make People Lazy To Register The Land. In Addition, The Difficulty In Managing The Certificate Is That There Are Still Certificates Containing Administrative Legal Defects Such As Procedural Errors, Errors In The Application Of Legislation, Rights Subject Errors, Object Rights Errors, Right Type Errors, Widespread Miscalculations, Overlapping Rights, Errors Of Physical Data And Juridical Data, And Other Administrative Errors.

Certificates Containing Administrative Legal Defects Do Not Provide Legal Protection For Rights Holders As Intended By Government Regulation No. Law No. 24 Of 1997 Regarding Land Registration Is A Guarantee Of Legal Certainty Of Land Rights So That It May Harm The Holder Of Such Rights, For Example If There Is A Complicated Legal Issue When There Are Other Parties Who Know There Is A Gap To Exploit The Defective Rights By Issuing Other False Rights. Certificates With Administrative Legal Defects Have Legal Implications Not Only Against Rights Holders Of Good Faith In Obtaining The Land, But Also For Third Parties Or Interested Parties With Good Faith In The Land Concerned.


In Article 1 Number 14 Determines The Definition Of The Cancellation Of Rights As The Annulment Of A Decision On The Granting Of A Right Or Title To A Land Title Certificate Because The Decision Contains A Defect In Administrative Law In Its Issuance Or To Execute A Court Decision That Has Obtained Permanent Legal Force. Furthermore Article 106 Shall Be Determined By This Cancellation Either Because Of The Request Concerned Or By The Competent Authority Without Any Prior Application.

In Which The Minister May Delegate To The Head Of The Regional Office Of The National Land Agency, Namely The National Land Office At The Provincial Level.

The Practice Of Cancellation Of Land Rights As Applied By The National Land Agency As One Of Its Duties And Authorities Can Only Be Done If The Cancellation Of The Land Rights By Reason Of The Defect Of Administrative Law. But It Can Not Directly End A Dispute, Because The Decision Of The National Land Agency To Resolve Land Disputes Can Still Be Filed By The State Administrative Court By Citizens Who Are Dissatisfied With The Verdict And This Dispute Is Called An Administrative Dispute.

A. Formulation Of The Problem
Based On The Description On The Background Mentioned Above Then Formulated The Problem As Follows:
1. In Case Of Cancellation Of Land Title Certificate In The Scope Of The Makassar City Land Office?

B. Theoretical Framework
The Rule Of Law

The Concept Of A State Of Law Has Been Spawned Since The 17th And 18th Centuries To Oppose The Unlimited Power Of The Ruler. Thinkers Try To Answer Issues Related To The Nature, Origin And Purpose Of The State. Particularly Relates To Where The State Came To Power, Hence Emerged Two Great Theories About The State And Law Of The Souvenirate Theory And The Origin Of The State, Which Produced Two Patterns Of States: The State Of Power (Machstaats) And The State Of Law (Rechtsstaat).


Against Individuals, i.e. the State cannot act arbitrarily, the State act is limited by law, the individual have the right to the State or the people have the right to the authorities. Principle of legality, any state action must be based on the law that has been held in advance which must be obeyed also by the government or apparatus, and the separation of power.

In relation to the concept of the rule of law, Indonesia is a country that adheres to the rule of law, this can be seen in the provisions of Article 1 Paragraph (3) of the 1945 Constitution which determines "the state of Indonesia is a State of law. The concept of the state of law in Indonesia, according to Muhammad Yamin, states: "Indonesia is a State of law (Rechtsstaat, Government Of Law) where written justice applies, not a Police State or Military State, where Police and Soldiers hold Government and Justice, Machstaat) where Weapons and Armed Forces perform arbitrarily ".

Based on the description of the concept of the legal state, it can be seen that basically in the concept of a legal state related to the principle of legality (legal certainty). The principle of legality is one of the main elements of the rule of law, because a country is not governed by people but governed by law. According to Montesquieu, "state is a legal tool" (Rechtsappraat), not a tool of power / strength (Machtssperreest). Thus it can be concluded that the principle of legality is the power of the state based on the applicable law, which on the basis of this legality can provide a legitimacy for government action in the sense that government legal action must be based on the authority given by a written rule of law. If it is associated with the proposal of this research, then the organ of the government, in this case is the head of regional office of the national land agency in establishing and issuing the decision of the issuance of decision on the cancellation of the land ownership certificate based on the applicable law. So that with the authority based on the applicable law, it will be accompanied with the responsibility arising from the authority in issuing the decree.

Authority theory

The term authority and authority in the law of state administration there are different views of some existing literature. Conceptually the term authority is often called authority, Gezag or jurisdiction and the term authority is called competence or bevoegdheid. According to Juanda who states that "Authority is a formal power derived from or given by the law such as legislative power, executive power, judicial power. Thus in authority there is power and in authority is born the authority ". While the authority (competence, bevoegdheid) only concerning a certain spare parts or certain fields only. Meanwhile, according to Opinion Philipus M. Hadjon as quoted by Lukman Hakim, using the term authority that can be exchanged with the term authority, the two terms are often paralleled with the term bevoegdheid in Dutch. According to Atmosudirojo between authority (authority, Gezag) and authority (competence, bevoegdheid) needs to be distinguished, although in practice the distinction is not always felt necessary. Authority has an important position in running the wheels of government, where within the authority contains rights and obligations in a public legal relationship. According to H. Stout who says that, bevoegdheid is een begrip uit het bestuurlijke organisatierrecht, wat kan worden omschreven als het geheel van regels dat betrekking heeft op de vertrekking en uitoefening van bestuursrechtelijke bevoegdheden door publiekrechtelijke rechtsubjekten in het bestuursrechtelijke rechtsverkeer. Authority is a notion derived from a governmental organization, which can be described as the whole of the rules concerning the acquisition and use of governmental authority by the subject of public law in public law relations ". The government in taking an action must be made aware of the applicable law, therefore in order for an act of government to be declared legitimate, the law gives an authority to the government to act or not. According to Philipus M. Hadjon, the authority to make decisions can only be obtained in two ways, namely by attribution or by delegation. Similarly, in Fam Stroink's opinion and Jg Steenbeek quoted by Sajidjono, there are only two ways in which government organs acquire the authority of attribution with respect to the surrender of a new authority, while the delegation is concerned with the delegation of existing powers, to the mandate's mandate no change of authority whatsoever, there is only an internal relationship. Theoretically, however, the government derives authority from three sources namely, attribution, delegation and mandate.

4 Ridwan HR, Hukum Administrasi Negara, Jakarta, PT. Raja Grafindo Persada, 2006, Hlm.101
According to H.D Van Wijk / Willem Konijnenbelt defines the following: (A) Attributie: Toekenning van een bestuursbevoegdheid door een wetgever aan een bestuursorgaan, (Attribution is the granting of government authority by lawmakers to government organs). (B) Delegatie: Overdracht van een bevoegdheid van het een bestuursorgaan aan een ander, (Delegation is the delegation of government authority to other organs of government) (C) Mandaat: Een bestuursorgaan; aat zijn bevoegdheid namens hem uittoefenen door een ander, (Mandate occurs when the organ of government allows its authority to be run by other organs).

The authority obtained by attribution indicates to the original authority that there is a grant of authority by the legislator to a government organ. An attribution is an authority to make a decision (besluit) which is directly sourced to a legislation. Delegation can be interpreted as a delegation of authority by a government official (delegators) to another party who receives the authority (delegators). And the authority obtained by the mandate does not occur a shift in competence between the mandator and the mandate recipient.

In the study of the law of the state administration, the source of authority for the government in administering a government is very important. This is because in the use of such authority is always associated with legal liability. In giving authority to any organ or certain government officials can not be separated from the liability generated. In the case of attribution, the competent authority may create new powers or extend the existing powers with the internal internal responsibility of the exercise of authority attributed entirely to the recipient of authority (attributes).

The theory of legal certainty

Legal objectives can be studied from three perspectives, namely from the point of view of positive normative legal science (dogmatic jurisdiction), from the point of view of legal philosophy and the sociology of law. If the law is examined from the perspective of positive normative law science then the purpose of law will be focused on the aspect of legal certainty and if the law is viewed from the point of view of legal philosophy then the purpose of law is focused on the aspect of justice.

Certainty is a feature that cannot be separated from the law, especially for written legal norms. The law without a certainty value will lose meaning because it can no longer be used as a behavioral guide for everyone. Certainty itself is referred to as one of the goals of the law. Historically, the discussion of legal certainty is a conversation that has arisen since the idea of a separation of powers from Montesquieu.

The order of society is closely related to the certainty of the law, since order is at the core of the certainty itself. Regularity causes people to live in a way that can perform activities necessary in community life. In order to clearly understand the legal certainty itself, the following will describe the notion of legal certainty from some experts.

The theory developed by Hans Kelsen about law encompasses two important aspects of the static aspect (nomostatics) which see actions governed by the law and the dynamic (nomodinamic) aspect which sees the law governing certain acts. Hans Kelsen separates the law and morality and also between law and reality.

II. Discussion

The National Land Agency (Bpn) is a non-departmental government institution which is under and responsible to the president, and headed by a head, as regulated in the provision of article 1 of presidential regulation number 10 year 2006 concerning the national land agency (badan pertanahan nasional). Furthermore, in article 2 stipulates that "national land agency has the duty to carry out government duties in the field of land on a national, regional, and sectoral basis. Based on the provisions of the article, then matters relating to land are the authority possessed by the national land agency, whose authority is obtained from the delegation of authority. So also related to the legal products produced by the national land agency is in the form of regulation, namely one in the form of head of body regulation. The function of executive power regulation can be seen from; (A) delegation of the act; (B) the rules of discretion.

Based on this, the regulation of the head of the agency is one form of the policy regulation, in which case the authority to make the regulation of the regulation of the head of the agency is obtained based on the existence of the delegation of authority. The issuance of the regulation of the
Head Of The Land Agency Concerning The Review And Handling Of Land Disputes And Conflicts, One Of Which Regulates The Implementation Of The Cancellation Of The Land Rights Of Its Substance Contains Items Relating To The Responsibility Of The National Land Agency Which Is Regulatory. With The Establishment Of The Regulation Of The Head Of National Land Agency Number 3 Year 2011 Relating To The Cancellation Of Land Rights Shall Be The Basis Of The Authority Of The Head Of The Regional Office Of The National Land Agency In Issuing The Decision Of Revocation Of The Land Ownership Certificate Accompanied By The Responsibility Internally And Externally In The Matter Of Issuing Decision The Cancellation Of The Land Ownership Certificate.

The Head Of The National Land Agency In Carrying Out His Tuff And His Wisdom Always Holds The Principle Of Government Accountability. In This Connection The Law Is A Guide For The Organizers Of The State And Citizens And Citizens Act, Therefore The Law Must Be Able To Bring About Justice For Society. However, If Legal Subjects Feel Aggrieved Or Have Been Infringed On Their Rights By Other Legal Subjects, Then To Legal Subjects Who Commit Actions That Cause Harm To Other Legal Subjects Is Liable To A Responsibility.


As A Follow Up Of The Provisions Of Article 19 Of The Basic Agrarian Law, The Government Issued Government Regulation No. 24/1997 As A Substitute Or Perfecting Of Government Regulation No. 10/1961. While The Definition Of Land Registration Pursuant To Article 1 Paragraph (1) Of Government Regulation Number 24 Year 1997 On Land Registration Is: "Land Registration Is A Series Of Activities Undertaken By The Government Continuously, Continuously And Regularly Includes The Collection, Bookkeeping And Presentation Of Physical Data And Juridical Data In The Form Of Maps And Lists On The Plots Of Land And Apartment Units In The Sense Of Giving The Proof Of Their Right To Land Areas Of Their Right And Ownership Of The Property Land And Certain Rights That Have Borne Them."

Cancellation Of A Land Title Certificate By An Authorized Official


11 Yudhi Setiawan (I), *Op. cit.*, h. 96

The Certificate is a certificate of title to the land where the holder of the certificate is considered the owner of the land rights. Regarding the power of the law of the certificate as a proof of right, the provision of Article 32 Paragraph 1 of the Government Regulation on Land Registration states that the certificate is a proof of right as a strong proof of the physical data and juridical data contained therein, as long as the physical data and data juridical in accordance with the data contained in the corresponding measurements and land titles.

In the right to a plot of land issued a legal certificate on behalf of a person or legal entity, the person obtaining the land in good faith and in real control over it, the other party who feels the right to the land can no longer demand the exercise of that right if in time 5 years since the issuance of the certificate shall not submit a written objection to the holder of the certificate and/or the head of the regency/city land office concerned nor to file a lawsuit to the court regarding land tenure or the issuance of such certificate.

In the Regulation of the Minister of Agrarian Affairs / Head of the National Land Agency Number 9 of 1999, Article 1 Point (14) stipulates the formulation of the cancellation of land rights, namely the cancellation of the right to land or the certificate of land rights because the decision contains corrupt administrative law in its publication or to enforce a court decision that has obtained permanent legal force. Regulation of the Minister of Agrarian Affairs / Head of National Land Agency Number 9 of 1999 on procedures for the granting and revocation of land rights and rights of processing is still in force in relation to the procedure of land rights granting, while those related to the revocation procedure are revoked based on the regulation of the head of the national land agency of the Republic of Indonesia Number 3 Year 2011 On the Management Of The Assessment And Handling Of Land Cases, In The Framework Of The Settlement Of Land Cases Carried Out A Legal Action From The National Land Agency In The Form Of The Cancellation Of The Land Rights Certificate As Well As The Cancellation Of Land Ownership Certificate.

The Cancellation of a land title certificate is a form of settlement of land title disputes caused by a land ownership certificate which constitutes a decision (beshickking) causing a loss of a particular party, in which the cancellation of the land title certificate aims to decide, terminate or terminate the legal relationship between the subject of land rights and the object of land rights. In relation to the above explanation, the two regulations are not effective in handling the cancellation of the land title certificate, so that the Minister of Agrarian Affairs and Spatial / Head of Land Agency shall issue regulation of the Minister of Agrarian Affairs and Spatial / Head of the National Land Agency Number 11 Year 2016 on the settlement of land cases.

In the regulation of the Minister of Agrarian Affairs and Spatial / Head of the National Land Agency Number 11 Of 2016 Hereinafter referred to Article 1 Point 1 Formulates The Settlement Of Land Cases Namely Land Cases Are Disputes, Conflict Or Land Case To Obtain Settlement Handling In Accordance With The Provisions Of Legislation And / Or Land Policy, In This Case Related To The Handling Of The Cancellation Of The Certificate Of Property To The Land Referred To In The Land Dispute, Namely Land Dispute, Hereinafter Referred To As Dispute, Is A Land Dispute Between An Individual, A Legal Entity, Or An Institution With No Wide Impact, Article 1 Point 2. As Described Above In Agrarian Regulation No. 11 Of 2016 On The Settlement Of Land Cases, It Can Be Concluded That The Case Of Land Itself Distinguishes The Names Of Disputes, Conflicts, And Land Affairs. The land dispute itself is a dispute between an individual,
A Legal Entity, Or A Non-Impacting Agency. While Land Conflicts Are Land Disputes Whether People, Groups, Organizations, Legal Entities That Have A Tendency Or Have A Wide Impact. Meanwhile, The Land Case Itself Is A Land Dispute Which Handles Cases And Settlement Through The Judiciary.

Based On This Rule Differentiated Handling Of Dispute Resolution And Conflict Based On The Coming Of Report. Article 4 Agrarian Mint No. 11 Of 2016 Distinguishes The Type Of Report Based On Two Ways, Namely The Initiative Of The Ministry And The Public Complaints. Where, Against The Two Mechanisms Of The Report Was Distinguished Each Administrative Process And Recording Incoming Complaints Handling. However, The Next Mechanism Is No Different After The Findings And Complaints Are Registered.

In This Study Specifically Discusses The Certification Of Ownership Certificates Of Individual Land Due To Procedure Defects. Article 106 Paragraph (1) Of The Decision On The Cancellation Of Land Rights Due To The Administrative Legal Defect In Its Publication May Be Made Because Of An Interested Petition Or By An Authorized Official Without A Request. Administrative Law As Meant In Article 106 Paragraph (1), Namely: Procedural Errors, Misappropriation Of Laws And Regulations, Rights Subject Errors, Object Rights Errors, Rights Type Errors, Miscalculation Of Land, Overlapping Rights Of Land, Juridical Data Or Incorrect Physical Data, Or Other Errors Of An Administrative Nature. According To Article 62 Paragraph (1) Of Bank No. 3 Of 2011, The Certificate Of Land Ownership Containing Administrative Legal Deeds Shall Be Canceled Or An Order Of Registration Of Changes In The Maintenance Of Land Registration Data According To The Laws And Regulations. Cacad Administrative Law In Question Include:


b. Error Of Procedure In The Process Of Registration Of Transfer Of Rights And / Or Substitute Certificate.


d. Procedural Errors In Measurement, Mapping And / Or Widespread Calculations.

e. Overlapping Rights Or Titles Of Land Rights.

f. Error Subject And / Or Object Rights, And

g. Other Errors In The Application Of Legislation.


III. Conclusion.


2. The Legal Status Of The Land With Which The Certificate Is Canceled Due To The Procedural Procedure And Based On The Decision Of The Court That Has Had Permanent Legal Power Over Its Ownership Rights Does Not Necessarily Be Abolished By The Issuance Of The Decision On The Cancellation Of The Land Title Certificate Due To A Defect In The Procedure. This Indicates That The Decision Of Cancellation Of Certificate Due To Defect Procedure Issued By Land Agency Only Cancellation Of Certificate Whose Object There Is Procedure Cacad.
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